
In 2012, BoGR gave a monumental and successful concert in commemoration of 
Jimi Hendrix’s 70th birthday at the Palace of Arts of Budapest (MÜPA) 
featuring one of the world’s most renowned rhythm sections: Steve Gadd on 
drums and Eddie Gomez on double bass. Recordings of the concert were 
published on CD called ‘Electric Angelland’ on Jimi Hendrix’s birthday in 2013. 
Video:   Can You See Me   ::   Have You Ever Been   ::   Stone Free 

Since 2013, Halper-Hendrix Experiment have been regularly giving concerts at 
different clubs and festivals. In October 2016, the band returned onto the stage 
of MÜPA featuring the internationally renowned cimbalom artist Kálmán Balogh 
and the world-famous jazz trumpeter Randy Brecker. 
Video:   Fire   ::   Foxy Lady   ::   Highway Chile

Halper-Hendrix Experiment

In 2017, the band celebrated Jimi Hendrix’ 75th birthday supplemented with 
legendary musicians of the Hungarian music scene like Gyula Babos, Béla Szakcsi 
Lakatos, Imre Kőszegi, Tibor Tátrai, János Solti and Ádám Török.

As of now, László Halper’s band offers 4 different line-ups as follows:

Quartet: This is the smallest setup of the band with László Halper (guitar), Gábor 
Kollmann (saxophone), Zsolt Kosztyu (bass) and László Hajas (drums). 

Quintet: Classic sound being made more colourful by István Fekete’s trumpet playing.

Sextet: In sextet line-up the band’s brass section is completed with Ákos Csejtey on 
tenor saxophone. This setup often performs concerts featuring singers of high 
renown Ric Toldon (USA) and Gisele Jackson (USA). 
Video:   Crosstown Traffic   ::   Castles Made of Sand   ::   Foxy Lady

World Music: The band’s most recent line-up Halper-Hendrix World opens up a new prospect 
for the band’s sounding. In this setup the basic rhythm section is completed with 
the world-famous cimbalom artist Kálmán Balogh and the internationally 
renowned artist Szokolay ’Dongó’ Balázs playing different folk instruments – 
shepherd's flute, bagpipe, long flute – who both give a unique character to the 
band’s soundscape.  

Halper-Hendrix Experiment, founded by László Halper in 2013, performs jazz 
adaptations of Jimi Hendrix’s compositions. The band is based on Halper’s 
former group Band of Gypsys Reincarnation that published its first CD in 2010 
also featuring the world-famous Randy Brecker on trumpet.  

More information: www.halper.hu
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